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root will seriously interfere with’the wall strength. '5 ‘.In 
‘'1 ‘ any event, the depth of the groove means should always 

. be less than the depth of the thread. ‘ ' 
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618,594, ?led October 26,; 1956, both of which are ‘now ‘ 
abandoned. _ . ‘ 

This invention relates to'inserts adapted to‘ be installed 
in an opening in a work piece‘ andgcharacterized by the 
incorporation of‘ an externally threaded'wall and an 
internally threaded bore. ' ' i ' Y ' _ 

Driving such inserts into ‘the work piece i'opening has 
constituted a major problem‘ in" the successful‘utilization 
thereof. Typical'expedients utilized in priorlvarti con 
structions ‘have included theiincorporation of polygonal 

Obviously, the number of drive grooves utilized will 
depend‘ upon many factors; the torque imposed ‘during 
driving; whether the insert is self-tapping, and the like. 
Therefore, I do not desire the concept of my invention to 
be limited to the incorporation of any particular number 
of grooves. In addition, the arrangement‘ of ‘the drive 
grooves can be symmetrical-or assymmetrical. - ' 

' Among the many advantages accruing from an insert 
incorporating the teachings'of my invention is. an ex 
tremely positive drive ‘with the drive load extending the 
entire length of the insert. Moreover, the nature of the 
drive tool‘is ‘such that ‘the chordalarcslof‘thethreads are 
e?ectivelyecleared by the» drive tool, resulting in unirne 
paired ‘integrity of the thread. ' ' ‘ 

Qt‘ partic'ularirnportance is the fact thatithe drive 
> groove means ‘is so related to'the successive convolutions 
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drive openingsat one ‘extremity stare internally threaded ' 
bore, or the formation of polygonal drives through'thé 
length‘of theinternal bore.‘ '~ 'i' > e 

I have found thatuit is possible to drive such inserts much 
more effectively by ‘the provision of drive groove means 
in the wall of the internal bore.‘ Thedrive groove means 
is formed in the bore w?l and intersects the successive 
convolutions of the internal thread tode?ne chordal arcs 
or arcuate thread segments‘in said internal thread. 
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30 
Because of therprovision of 'drive groove means of the , 

character incorporated in inserts of the invention, it‘ is 
possible to maintain the integrity of thelinternal thread 
of the insert, .thus providing-for adequate thread engage; 
ment between the internal thread of the insert and a 
fastener disposed therein. Moreover, the drive groove 
means, being interposed between the chordal arcs of the 
internal thread, provides driving sides or faces which may 
be engaged by a toolhaving driving protuberances whose 
con?guration conforms substantially to the con?guration 
of the drive groove means, thus insuring that driving 
torque is equally ‘distributed throughout the length ‘of the 
insert. ‘ ' ' ' '' 

Moreover, as will be described in greater detail below, 
the formation of the drive groove means with their bases 
or'bottoms disposed inwardly of‘ the major diameter of 
the internal thread results in maintenance of the structural 

' integrity of the internal thread with the consequent hoop . 
strength achieved thereby.’ Thus, positive driving engage- ' 
ment with the drive groove means not attainable by prior 

' art polygonal drives which do not offer the advantages 
of (the increased strength in the hoop, is’ achieved.‘ Fur 
thermore, applicaton of the driving‘ force to ‘the driving 
faces of the drive groove means at'an angle‘ such'as to 
employ the full columnar ‘strength of the drive groove 
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. bore. - 

of ‘the, internal thread as'_7to provide-for a continuum 
through said¥suecessive convolutions. In other words, 
because the drive groove means are of less depth ‘than 
theidepth of the tread, the'root thereof is unimpaired 
and integral. Thus,- the hoop strength of the successive} 
convolutions of the internal thread is preserved, and the 
intermediate chordal arcs of '_the ‘thread convolutions 
constituted by? successive arcuate thread‘ segmentsl'thus 
achieve a short'colurnnar etlect tending to resist .,dis— 

. placement or distortion when the drive tool ‘is inserted in 
the groove meansto drive the insert intoethe‘work'piece 

Therefore,' there‘ is'no tendency for'ithe walls of the 
groove ‘means to de?ect away from vthel__e'n“gaging portions 
of the drivertool,‘ and a uniform linear‘ contact -is estab 
lished‘along the length‘ of the‘ drive toolg“ The linear uni 
form‘contac't‘ results ineven drive loadl'distribution’with 
consequent elimination of points of stress concentration 

. during the driving of the insert], 
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means permits thei‘application of substantially greater _ 
driving force without distortion of the cylindrical char 
acter of the insert as would occur in prior art polygonally 
formed devices. ’ v 

' The drive groove means of the invention can be pro 
vided in a variety of con?gurations and it is not intended 
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that the teachings of‘the invention be limited to any ' ’ 
particular con?guration. ' For instance, I have utilized 
angularly con?gured grooves, rectangular grooves,rsemi 
‘circular grooves and the like. However, to preserve the _ 
integrity pfmthe, 'internal,thread,.it isessential that the ,_ 
bottomof the groove means, regardless of its shape, be 
located inwardly of the root’ of the internal'thread to 
preserve the integrity of said internal thread for reasons 
and results to be adverted to hereinbelow in greater detail. 
Penetration of the wall of the insert beyond the thread 
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Because of the, maintenance of thestru'c'tural integrity 
of the successive convolutions ofthe internal thread and 
the consequent preservationof, the hoop strength of said 
successive convolutions, repeated removal and installation 
of'the insert from and into the bore in the work piece is 
feasible. . This process is implemented by the’shape of 
the‘ drive groove means of the invention, which permits 
facile insertion and removal 'of the drive‘tool into the 
drive groove means ofctherinternal bore of the insert. 1 
Y, The depth 'of the driving groove means in either the 
four or six drive groove embodiment relative to the radius 
depth of the internal thread major diameter may vary 
from-25%to 90% depending upon‘ the. diameter of the 
internal thread, the type of thread, the type‘ and/ or func 
tional purpose ‘of theinsert, that is, whether it is plain or 
self tapping, the, material in which the insert is to. be 
mounted, and the like. a . . ‘ v . 

It is essential’fora complete understanding of the 
teachings of the ‘invention that the concept of the drive ' 
groove'means be visualized with'accuracy, Initially, as 
Will be described in. greater detailbelow, the drive groove 
means are formed in the, cylindrical, wall of the internal 
bore, and subsequently, the internal thread is formed in 
saidlbore with the root of said thread disposed‘outwardly 
of the. bottom of the groove means. After ‘the thread 
has been formed in the previously broached .Wall of the 
internal bore, each longitudinally oriented groove means 
is; constituted by a successive seriesof aligned grooves 
formed in the successive convolutions of 'the internal 
thread. In essence, the individual ‘grooves formedin the 
successive convolutions may be considered minor grooves 
which, together, constitute the major longitudinal drive 
groove of the invention. » - . I 
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V I have found that‘the drive'groove means of the invené 
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tion is particularly applicable to inserts characterized by 7 
extremely thin walls; In ' utilizing’ the teachings, oi the V. 
invention in thin ‘wall’ inserts,’ it'is of utmost importance; 
that the .drive'groove or. grooves be characterized by the 
elimination. of sharp :angles at;~ the bases‘ thereof which‘ . 
would constitute stressv concentration'lines; Therefore; 
even in" .triangularly broached," or‘ otherwise formed. ‘ ’' 
groovesythe apex of-the triangle‘ will be 'anjincluded‘ . 
Iradius.'.'”' " ‘ ” 

Typical ofrthe application of the teachings iofrny" in 
ventionis the provision of: drive grooves in a' thin wall 
insert with the grooves arranged in a pattern which might 
be considered to be coincident-With the includedreangles 
of a square‘ or hexagon. Of course, “such a description is 
by way of analogy only since even when the grooves‘ are 

7 of angular con?guration they are not >poly'gonall‘y in 
cluded angles generated ‘by planar surfaces.but,..rather, > 
gro'oves generated in the internalbore" while. still main 
taining the structural integrity-‘ofi'theithread infthree 
ways; namely: ' I ' ' ' \ ' ' ' 

. (l)v By not permitting; the groove depth‘? to’. equal that V 
.of the thread; I I " ‘a . ~ . ~ 

~ (2)" By preserving 
mediate the drive groove or grooves; 

- (3)’ By not permitting lines of stress concentration to‘ 

the chordal arcs of the thread inter-i 

15, 
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7* 7 FIG. 22 isv a diagrammatic view illustrating aidriving. 
: tool adapted for utilization in conjunction-with‘thein 25 

be created in the ‘thread by theincorporation of sharp 
included angles in the bases 'ofthevgrooves. ' ' 

Other objects and advantages in-the' r'nventionrwillbe 
apparent from the following speci?cation and theaccom 

tion onlyand'in which‘: I . . _ a _ _ .,_V 7 ~ 

FIG; 1 is a top plan'vie'w of an insert constituting one 

panying drawings, ,whichare for the-purpose of illustra- ,7 

embodiment'of the'present invention with the groove‘ 
_ means thereof-arrangedin a‘four. point-‘pattern; f 

FIG. 2 is-a side§>sectional view of the insert'of‘ FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is aside viewof ‘the insertot FIGS.’ :1 and 21 

showing the fastener being driven into 'a'iWQl'k piece‘bore, “ ' 
shown insection; by‘a drive tool adapted'to ‘engage the 
groovemeansof the-insert; I ' 7' - ' - > ' ‘ ' 
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FIG. 15 is a'bottornxplan view illustrating the engage- 3 
mentlr of a 4-point drive tool withthe corresponding» 
groove meansof the insert of FIGS._ 1, _2, and ‘13 of the : 
drawings; thetool being shown'fragmentarily‘; V . 
1 FIG. .16. is_ a schematicview ‘illustrating. the relation 

shop of the cutting edges of the broach andthe portions‘ of said. broach intermediategsaid cutting edges,“ respec; -_ _> 

tively, with the, internal; thread ‘root .and'the contiguous ._ 
' chorda'l arcs" intermediate :the groove means; taken from 
the bottom as. shown by lirie16-16 of FIG. 514;‘ ’ 

FIG.I1V7 is a diagrammatic view illustrating atypical 
driving tool forran insert of ‘the characterfof FIGS;v l ‘w 
andl3; ‘ ' 7. ~.. . . 

FIG. 18 isa diagrammatic view‘ illustrating atypical 
‘driving tool-for aninsert of the ‘character. offFIG. 110; 

. FIG. 19 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view illusé 
Vtrati'ng particularly- ‘the relationship“ between the" drive 

[ groove means and ‘the corresponding-thread convolutions; . 
FIGLVZO. is a top plan .view‘on'an enlarged scale: of the ' 

insert FIG.‘7 prior to theformationjof the lthreadslin' ‘the 1" 
internal bore 'by"tapping; ._ "i z . ' 

' ~ FIGI21' is a diagrammaticview ofa drive tool adapted 
' forrutilization 'withthe insertiof F_IG._7;" ' I v ' 

rsertrof FIG. _8;, " . a . V ' 

FIG." 23 is a fragmentary jviewt toan enlarged scale, 
1 showing additionaldetails5of'theconstruction o'f- amodie 

' :?ed formzof the‘ drive groove of the ‘insert.v ' 
"Referring to the drawings; and .more particularly to . 

~ FIGS; 711-3, 71' show an insert ‘10' which; may be ,of the‘ 
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FIG. 4 is a vertical 8601101131" viewv (of another embodi- l 
mentiof the invention installed in a work-piece; ' 

’ FIG. 5 is‘ a’ vertical sectional. view of yet anotherliem-r " " 
bodiment of the invention; . 
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of another embodiment of 

the: invention showing the groove means thereof: arranged ;_ , 
in a modi?ed octagonal Qpatter-n; 
T FIG. 7 is a top plan viewrshowmg‘ another embbdirnent 

70f the invention incorporating raasingle, rectangularly, 
formedgroove means}; 7 . g, FIG. 8 is'a. top plan view ofcyet another embodiment 

of the ‘invention illustrating. theiu’tili'zation of two’anguj i 
larly shaped groove'means; 

, .FIGL9 is a vertical, partly sectional viewillustriating: 
the formation-of the groove means in the ‘Wall of them? 
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ternal-boreof an insert havingsix drivingv grooves, before 1; . 
tapping; 

' . TFIG. .10 is YaverticaI sectional view‘ on an ‘enlarged 
scale of. aportion of the insert. of FIG. .9', taken'a's indil' 

' cated by line 10-10 in FIG.‘ 11 after. tapping, illustrating 
‘ f the formof the internal thread-Vin the :previouslyLgrooved 

, wall of thebor'e; . > .- ' ‘ 1' a 

FIG. 11 is a bottom planiview showing the engage 
V ' ment‘ of the broachof FIG. 9 with the wall of‘the internal ~' 

bore; FIG.v 12 isf'an enlarged, fragmentary top-plan view 

, self-tapping insert type;saidiinsert‘having» a' cylindrical. 
i body incorporatingabGrell‘having an internal thread . 
12.31 Incorporated in the peripheral exterior; wall ‘of the 
insert 10 is an" external threadp13 having »a,s'lottedj:sel'f-‘ ‘7 

' tapping end. formation 14.. The‘successive convolutions‘ 1 
of the internal thread 12“ incorporate -a plurality iof~lon-i -' 
gitudinally extending/drive groove'rneans'15E7whieh,*in:the ' 
instant case; are four. in’enumber. 7. 

A. setting tool 16 ‘of substantially 

shown in'FIGS. 1-3, the tool'16'wil1 inter?t'a'nd-engage 
'.with the drive groove means‘: 15 of the insert 10 so that. ' 
the insert may be rotatedin and, cut. threads in vthefbore 
18 of a work piece 19;. 

v . .Afterfthe insert rams been 'i'nstalledinthebore J18,lthe~ 
' f tool '16 can be readily withdrawn from operative engage?‘ ' 

'grnent' therewith.‘ Facile ‘installation and withdrawal 50f 
the drive tool into "and from operative engagement with 
the corresponding drive groove means ofthe inventionis ' 
one of the desirable‘ characteristics of the invention when; 

'i will bef'adverted to ingreater detail hereinb'elowQ er ~ ;In_ the modi?cation of the invention shownxin FIG; 4,1 

a fastener element ZG‘has anvexternallyi threaded'porti'on 
'21 for insertion inthe' threaded bore 122 of, aworkpiece 
23 and has a locatingjpin extension1portion'24 ‘adapted 

: to extendinto' an aperture in a complementary work piece ' 
25wto;be secured to’ work ‘piece 23. --The locating‘pin. ' 
portion 24 is formed {with grajthreadred' bore‘r26,‘ the 
threads of which "are interrupted to form'longit'udinally 
“extending grooves 27 adapted to be engaged'by ‘a seating ' 
tool similar toptoolylohaving a correspondingjnurnber 
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illustrating: the coh?gurationiof thelsuccessive convoluw . 
tions, ofthe, internal thread with the drive groove means, 
formed therein; . ~ 

FIG. 13 isja‘ vertical partially sectional rviewt'onr an 

of the internal bore; 

' 30 hasza slotted and tbeveledf'end?tla and e‘selfqtapping ' ' 
threads 31 for seating in a bore 32. :of 'aworbpiec'e-e33 
andhas a'threaded'bore?ll formed with apln'rralit'ygine * ' 
this case six, of longitudinal grooves. 35 similarto, grooves. 

. 0 

' enlarged scale similar to the. embodiment 'of.FIG.y1fof 7‘ 
, the drawings; _ i V '_ ‘ ' VJ 

FIG; 314 is .a vertical sectional yiewr‘illustrating'thel' . 
broachingeof the longitudinal: groove means’, in thewall. ' " 

" 15H and27 for thesarne seatingpurpose. - v g V a . 

The longitudinal grooves in'the bore of the=fasteners . 
may be ‘of any-desired number or shape. 'Theffastener V 

of radial enlargements capable .of engaging rgrooyes'tzT,‘ , 
FIG. 4 shows ‘a cap screw‘28 to be 'run in ‘the bore 26; for 
securingworkpieceZS in contact with workpiece 23. 3 

In. FIG; 5 iss'hown another modi?edforrn: of the in? 
vention. 7. In this ?gure arself-ta'pping insert l-or‘ fastener 

lsquarecross section ' 
‘ adapted’ for utilization in 5 conjunction with‘ the? insert 10 
is mounted in a chuck 17 ‘of a power‘tool and; 3S§b€SL 
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36 of FIG.>6 has internal threads 37 and longitudinal 
grooves 38 which are eight in number'and equally spaced 
circumferentially. The fastener, 40 of FIG. 7 has in 
ternal threads 41 and a single groove '42 which may be 
rectangular in shape and adapted to be engaged by the 5 
rib of a seating tool. The fastener 43 of FIG. 8 has in 
ternal threads 44 formed with a pair of grooves 45 which 
are angularly'shaped'with radial faces to be engaged. by 
a similarly shaped seating tool. ‘ 
A preferred method of fabricating the 

means of an insert 59, which said drive groove'means 
arranged in a pattern of. six drive. grooves, is illustrated 
in FIG. 9 of the drawings. The insert 50v has been pro 
vided with \antexter'nal- thread "52 adapted to. engage a 

drive groove 10 

correspondingly threaded bore, not’ shown, in the work 15 
piece, and drive groove ‘means 54‘have been-formed in the 
wall of the bore, 56 ‘by a broach 60 incorporating a pilot 
62 and a plurality‘of-broaching points or lines'64 whose 
con?guration corresponds to the desired ultimate con?g 
uration of the drive groove means 54. > 
The broachingoperationis illustrated in FIG 

the‘drawings and it willtbe noted, atlthis juncture, that 

2 

the, drive groove means )54 formed in the wall 'of the . 
bore 56 are angularlyvcon?gured but are characterized‘by 
the incorporation of radii at the base thereof. The in- 25 
corporation of radii at the bases of the drive groove 
means 54 prevents the creation of lines of stress concen 
tration, which, particularly in the case of thin wallinserts 
might resultiin failure thereof; these radii are designated 
:by the reference number 54A throughout. ‘ 
“ After the formation of the drive groove means 54 in 
.the above-described manner, the wallof the boref56 of 
the insert 50 is provided with an internal thread 70 which, 
as best shown in FIG. 10'of the drawings, is characterized 
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by the fact that the major diameter of the thread root vis 35 
disposed outwardly of the longitudinally extending groove 
means 54, as set forth dimensionally in tables appearing 
hereinbelow. In other words, the bottoms of ‘the groove 
means 54 are disposed intermediate the major‘ and minor 
diametersof the internal thread 70. ' 

During the broachingprocess when the longitudinally 
oriented drive groove means ‘54 are formed in the above 
described manner, the portions 74 of the broach 60 in 
termediate the cutting points 64 leave the wall of the 
bore intermediate the drive groove means 54 undisturbed. 
Therefore, when the internal thread 70 is cutlin the 'wall 
of the internal bore 56, arcuate threaded segments con 
stituting chordal arcs‘ are formed in said wall to provide 
the successive convolntions'of the internal thread'7 0 with 
thread segments of unimpaired integrity. 

. 6 ' 

the hoop. strength of the residual thread. The resist. 
ance to such displacement correspondingly enhances'the 
columnar‘strength of the longitudinally extending drive 
groove means 54. V, i' . _ .. ' . ' 

Another aspect of the‘ invention graphically illustrated 
in FIGS. 10 and 12 of the drawings is the radial'con 
?guration, of the bottoms or bases of the drive groove 
means 54. ‘ _As a primary matter, it should be explained 
that the inserts, 50 of‘ the invention are‘ found in a large 
range, of sizes andithat in the smaller .sizes, the radial 
con?gurationof 'the. bases orlbottoms of the groove 
means 54 mayjnot be readily perceptible (to; the’ naked 
eye; However, the radii are always present at the bases 
or bottoms of, the drive groove means'54" and prevent 
the, creation of linear, stress _'concentrations which might 
result in the structural failure of, the insert 50. Incon 
sidering'the' drive groove means 54, it willj-‘be'noted 
that, after the internal thread 70 1138136611 formed‘ in. the 
wall‘ of the bore 56, the drive‘ groove means‘5r4 are con 
stituted by a ‘series of verticallyaligned recesses 92 which, 
in essence, constitute minor groove means-which serve 
cooperatively to de?ne the‘ longitudinally extending major 
groove'means 54 of the invention. 1 - . -_ ‘u 

The typical dimensions jofa thin‘wall insert _50 incor 
porating‘6 drive groove means 54§are set forth’ herein 
below in inches. The ‘insert _incorporates,a;#7[i6‘-2Q, in 
ternal thread and a #VzeZOexternal thread...‘ i ' 

A=External major diameter, .500 
B=External pitch diameter, ;.4675 I 
C=External minor diameter, .4620 » 
'D-—;Internalaminor diameter, .390 
E=Internal pitch diameter, .409 ~ 
F=Internal major diameter, .448 ~ '‘ 
G=The single depth of the internal thread is .029; 
‘H=,=The depth‘of the internal thread remaining between 

the bases of the drive groove means 54 and the major 
‘ ‘ diameter of said thread is .0069.‘ . v . 

I=Internal groove radius, .2140 (as indicated in FIG. 
0 > 12 of the-drawings» . 
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Thus, when a drive tool 80, such as that ‘shown in 50 
‘FIG. 18 of the drawings, is utilized in driving the insert 
50 into a work piece, not shown, it will be provided with 
:successive engagementfpoints 82 arranged in a six drive 
groove pattern corresponding to the six‘ drive groove pat- , 
‘tern of the 'drive groove‘means 54 of the insert 50, and 
the areas 84 of said drive tool intermediate said points 
,will clear the chordal thread segments intermediate the 
‘drive groove means 54. . ~ ’ ’ 

The ‘relationship of the drive, groove means 54 wane‘) ‘_ 
‘,the associated chordal thread segments is‘ graphically il 
lustrated in FIG. 12 of the drawings wherein the internal 
fthread 70 is illustrated as incorporating a plurality of 
chordal segments90 whicli'are ‘interposed between the 
drive ‘groove means 54 and which are characterized by ,~ 
the presentation of unimpaired‘ cooperating surfaces to 
‘the correspondingly formed male convolutions on a fas 
tener inserted into the internal bore 56 of the insert 50. 

Also illustrated in FIGS. 10 and 12 of the drawings 
is the manner in which the bottoms or bases of the drive»_ 
'. groove means 54 are disposed intermediate the major 
,and minor diameters of the internal thread 70, thus pro 
viding a-continuity, “ of structural thread integritywhich 

‘ (resists axial and torsional displacement of the chordal 
qarc segmentsj90 of the ‘internal thread 70 because of _;75 

55 
' groove means 118. 

J=Angle ‘of radiusedj.groove=approximately 120°.’in 
_cluded. ‘ i ' 

" The percentage of the radial depth of the internal 
thread occupied by the drive groove means is 33.5% . 
“ Another embodiment 110', of the insert of the inven 
tion-is illustrated in FIG; 113 as constituted by acylinr' 
'drical body 112 havingan external thread 114 formed 
‘thereupon. The body 112 incorporates a bore 116 which 
is provided with a plurality of the drive groove means .118. 
The drive groove [means 118_ar_e arranged ma four 

drive groove pattern. The drive groove means 118 are 
located‘ intermediate chordal arc thread segments 7119 
whose terminal extremities are located adjacent the drive 

In fabricating the insert 110 the externalthread 114 
is formed upon the external wall of the body 112; Sub 
sequently, as shown in FIG._ 14, a broach 130. having‘ a 

: pilot 132 and four successive syr'nmetricallyv arranged sets 

70 

to the fabrication of the internal 

of successive cutting points or lines 134, 134’, 134"’ 
. . , is introduced into the bore 116. this manner, 

vthe elongated, longitudinally extending .drive groove 
means 118 are formed in the wall of the bore 116 prior 

thread 120, and pref 
erably parallel to'the bore axis. ‘ ' ' . r ' 

> After the formation of the drive. groove means 118 
in the above-described'm'anner, thein'ternal thread 120 

'is formed in the borerby tapping said thread therein._ 
The thread root is disposed outwardly of the bases ‘on 
bottoms of the drive groove means 118, as best shown 
in FIG. 13 of the drawings, said bases or bottoms being 
located intermediate the major and minor diameters of 
said thread and insuring’structurah'continuity of said 
.thread throughout all of the convolutions thereof.’ 

The relationship of the broach-130’ with the ultimately 
formed internal thread 120 isschematically illustrated 
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in'FVIG. '16-o'f, the'drawin‘gs, wherein the cutting points " 
7' 1340f said broach are illustrated'as'blein‘g disposed interi 
mediate the, major and minor diameters 140 and 142, re- ' ' 
spectively,'of said thread. 'Moreover, the manner in 
which thepo'rtion's 144 of, the bro'ach130intermediate» 
the cuttingpoints V134 clear-the contiguous ‘areas of the 
Wallof the bore 116 intermediate the drive groove means 
118 ~is‘a1so illustrated inFIG. 16' or the drawings. ' 
Atypical driving tool 150 "having'tour, driving ‘points _ 

152 is ‘illustrated iii ,FIG.‘.17 of the drawings and shown 
engaged with ‘the corresponding‘drive groovemeans 118, 
'in- FIG. 15 of the drawings. ‘It will be notedthatgas. 

10 

in the 'c/as'eof the broach ‘130, the portions ofjthe driv- " 
‘ing ,tool;150'intermediate the‘. driving ‘,pointsf152' clear , 
the'chordal arc thr'eadseg'nients o'ffthe internal}, thread 
>12"0'.to preventdamage 'tothe thread segmentsdu'ring 
the "driving operation. 
a The dimensiehs or a .typ'ich new 110 incorporating ;» 
four .driveu'groove means ‘are‘>;set..-forth hereinbelow in 
inches.‘ The insert incorporates 'a' #6-321interhal‘thread 
andma #logi’tlteiiternallthreadw I ‘ ' Y ' 

'.=External major>1 diametei, $1970 1 
Fir-‘External ‘pitch diameter, ,I1V69‘" ' 
'C"=External minordiameter, L161‘ _ 
'D'=Inter'nal minorjdia'meter,1115*' _' _ 
E"=,Internal"pitch‘diameter, 21-19: " 'i ‘ 

F’=Internal~ major diameter,~.'145 » 
G'=The single ‘depth ofjthejnterna'l thread'ist0l5. " i, 

30 a . V . 

7; rsiderablyrrigidi?es the Ichordal arc Ythread segments ‘90,71 
which lie between adjacent drive 'groove'means 54',f and- 

H ','=The depthrof internal threadlremainingebetween the 
bases of the drive groove. means, 11$v {and the majorl'di 
meter‘ of said threadis10091. V ' ‘ 

l’,=Inter'na1 groover=radius, .0635 : 
15015 the drawings). . i ' 

]’=‘Angle ‘of radiused' groove'i-iapproxiniately 12d". .inI-Y'T I 
V eluded. ' . ‘ - . 

V} The percentage 

(‘as indicated in , 

offthe, radialfdepthiof’ the ‘' internal ' 
,‘th‘re'ad :occupied by‘therdrive groove'ineansisfGO‘ZL > 

V .The dimensional tables presenteafhereiuabove*consti-" 
‘tute ‘a a basis ‘for determining the amount '-of material left: 

15' 

20 

I 1 v25 
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between the major diameter of the internal threadi‘and' ' 
Tthe lba'ses'of ithe'drive 'gr’oove 'm‘eajns'. 'It-should be un 

mearis is :always ‘disposedinternallyof the-major diame-‘ 
'ter of the thread to provide the requisite thread strength 

' in the areasfthereof, underlying the drive groove means. 
‘ The'amounto'f materialre'ma'ining:between'the majordi 

'7 .am'eterio‘f the internal thre'ad andthe base of the drive ~' 
,ljgroove means will vnaturally :vary with-*thezpitchftypei 

' and" size“ of the- internal "thread ‘utilized; jj _ -~‘ 
'I have found that anfe?fective rang'eof drive'rgroove '7 

means depth lies within a'rangefof 25 %, to 90% .of'the, 
height of the internal thread where said height :is deter~~ 
~mined>jby the dimension between the internalthre'ad major I 
and minordiameters;v 'As stated. hereinabove, the =par-, _ 

. ‘ticular percentage of thread'rheightiwhichthe driv'egroove ‘7 
‘means consumesis avcrite'rionioffthe speci?c type ofin 
‘tern'alftbi'e‘ad utilized. . The percentagefof thearadialdepth ' V 

‘ ‘of’ the internal threadcjoccupied bythewdrive" groove. 
"means'is obtained by taking the di?erencebetween-the‘ 2 
internal major diameter, Fraud; twice the, depth .of the ' 
-internal;g'roove~radius I, and dividing itby-thediiference : ’ 
betweenthe internal major: diameter F and the internal! 

"minor diameter D." * " J j I ' . " V 7.; ' 

~ ;For'example,lin thecase of the #'%6—20-internal;and\ V 

7 insert, described in' the‘tabula— , is‘givi‘enfa's Lil-48', I as .ZILlQand D' 

as 390.1 r 

7* v'lifo obtaini'thei percentage ofithe radial depthloifithe in-, .1 
~~ternal thread occupied vby the "drive groove means,fwe . e 5 
vdivide F921 byjF and multiplytby ‘100. -' ' 5 ~ 

' dersto'odttliatlin allrcases‘the?base..of ‘thejdrive groove ' 

45 

_ 7 means diet the insert 43., _ 

:50 

L058 I 1Q0.:33.5% 
' For the #%2 internal and-#lr9’églexternal'kas described‘ 5 I 

I’=.(_)635, and g ‘ 

' The relationship, between the various structural lico'mi? 
ponents {of the insert 50 jisfish'own in greatly enlarged 1 
fragmentary CI'OSSfSGC?OIl i‘nQFIG; <19 ‘of. the drawings; . 
‘Particularly illustratedinfl?l 1'9 is‘the manner, in which ' 

' the major diameter portion oflthe' internalithread 701mm 
I stitutesan unbroken-continuum ‘underlying’; the groove 
{means “54 to ._ achieve the requisite structural integrity, 

_ 0 thus. imparting the desired icolumnari effect to the‘ drive 
_ v groove .meansi;54§;_ @Perceptible :also'v is the radiu‘s?S?A V 

' ."provided at the‘ base‘ of the, groove‘ means 7547 itopre-f 
,ventthe creation of ‘stress concentration lines . which would 
cause ultimate failure of the ‘insert '50.! ' ' 9 
1’: The consequent‘hoop strength of thejsuccessivei cone? ‘ 
‘volutions of-the internal thread 70‘ resists de?ection'of ‘ 
the ‘longitudinally oriented drivegroove’mea‘ns, 54‘,dur 

- ing the driving or removal of the-insert 50. ‘Moreover, ‘' 
the vstructural integrityof the internal thread‘ 70 con, 

ally and torsionally. a" 
,"The insert of FlrGiTofr'the-drawings is7illu'str'ated‘ j 
inFIG. 2.0 aftersthe formationof the rectangular, groove 3 
42 therein by. a b‘roaching operation similarto those de 

‘ scribed ‘hereinabove; "Of-cohrse','_t'he thread-41 is siibse- 7 
quently vformed in the bore ‘of 'theinsei‘t '40." ,A ‘drive 
tool i157i) 7is shown ‘inFIG. 121 ‘as having 'a " cylindrical 
body_1jf72 and a radial key'orprotuberance'174‘ adapted. 
to engage in the corresponding drive groove'rneans 42w, . ‘ 

. A, drive tool Ildiyadapt'ed to be Vfutiliied ‘in driving the. 
‘insert of'FIG.18 into a‘work piece bore is illustrated" 
vin‘FIGLZ'Zof the drawings.~ The drive tool ‘180'i'ncludes 
av cylindricalzbody 182 having radial ,protuberances 18,41 ' 

7 adapted to be inserted in'the corresponding drive groove 

‘It will be observed thatinrthe embodiments, suchlas 
,that of'FIG. 8 :andlthecorresponding tool of 'EI‘G‘.i22',i 
the ‘more'acute the angle between the ends'of the adja-iv ' 

~ 7 cent. chordal segments, the greater. the iresistanc‘e‘to‘ the. 
‘columnar loading imposed byiengagement with a-tool 
having corresponding radial, protuberance con?gurations; 

*‘This avoids "distorting thecylindrical shapetof, them; 
.sert when force is exerted :b'y'ja driving ‘tool; The; same! 

, principle may be appliedto the driving ‘groove 'of'the in-. 
sertsrshown in the other ?gures. 
An’ alternative embodiment ; 50'f ‘of the‘, insert "of the 

invention visdisclosed in enlarged. fragmentary jfo'r‘mr. in; ' 
FIG. 23.0mm drawings as'incorporating drive groove ~ " 
means; 54'1 o?slightlydi?erent con?guration ‘1 fromKthe. 
drive groove means,:54‘_'of the. insert f50.-- The ‘drive 
‘groove means 54' vof theinsert 50' is. characterized by - 

a ‘the incorporation of a broader- base'which, in turn, in 
corporates a plurality of ‘radii 54A, ‘the adjacent chordal 1 
thread segmentbeingVindicatedat 90'. t 1: i > 

V A’s'previo'nsly disclosed, the drive groove means of the1 
invention may‘ be'fo'rmedgin any con?guration including 

~ "semi-circular. , Howevenwhere the drive groove'means 
770i ' ’ 

a e r of angularity of, the 'walls of the groove c-onstituted‘by'the ' ‘ 
' J entremitiespf the chord-a1 arcs is "determined by suchfaca 

‘tors 'asithe torque" necessary :to, install-the insert; the 
,pitch of the external 

is tormedfto incorporate an included. angle, , the degree 

7 ithreadsrthe depth ofrthe' external 
‘threads and the like. ' However. itshould, he noted that‘ 



in order to provide for driving engagement with the 
driving tool, the Walls ‘of the drive groove means must 
be disposed at such an angle as to transmit the driving 
force into the chordal arc segments of the internal thread‘ 

. in such a direction that the tendencly to distort the‘ insert 
'wall outwardly will be minimized. The direction in 
which the driving force is appliedshould be asnearly as 
possible tangent to the insert wall adjacent the point of 
application of the driving force. 7 ' 

Therefore, the various embodiments of the insert of 
the invention described hereinabovevare characterized by 
certainrsalient and signi?cant structural features which 
include the provision of longitudinally extending drive 
groove means inthe bore of the insert, said drive groove 
means having their bases locatedintermediate the major 
and minor diameters, of the internal thread of said bore; 
the preservation of the structural integrity of the inter 
nal thread by the retention of the major diameter por 
tions of the root of the thread in underlying relationship 
with the drive groove means; the provision of drive groove 
r‘neans'of a variety of con?gurations as’determined by 
‘an end view thereof; the. symmetrical disposition of the 
drive groove means in the wall of the bore or, converse 
ly, the asymmetrical distribution thereof; and the provi 
"sion of thread portions or chordal arc thread segments 
of unimpaired integrity which afford columnar strength 
during rotation of the insert for either insertion or re 
moval, these columnar portions providing for strength 
ened engagement with a correspondingly threaded male 
element. 
As a consequence ‘of the incorporation of the saiiient 

features of construction set forth hereinabove, an insert 
having driveicharacteristics .unobtainable with prior art] 
constructions is achieved. Repeated insertion and re 
moval of the insert is feasible because of the elimination 
of distortion or deflection of the drive groove means by 
maintaining the structural integrity of the internal thread 
major. diameter portion. 

Furthermore, repeated removal of the associated male’ 
fastener from the bore of the insert is feasible because 
of the fact that the chord-a1 arc thread segments of said 
internal thread are not impaired when the insert is re 
moved or driven into the bore in thework piece. 'This 
is attributable to the fact that the driving torque is im 
posed upon chordal arc segments strong enough to sus 

installation of the insert leaves the segments of the in 
ternal thread in unimpaired condition ‘for the reception 
of a corresponding male fastener. 2 

Iclairn: ' ' - ' ' 

1.An insert adapted to be installed in a workpiece 
havingla bore, comprising: an elongated cylindrical body 
having an. external thread for mounting said insertwith 
in said’ bore in said workpiece,’ said body having a bore 
incorporating an internal thread, and having a thin wall. 
between said internal and external threads, all of said 
internal threads being load-carrying threads engageable 
by a threaded‘ member entering through the upper ex 
tremity of said “body, said internal threads being con 

3,190,169 

10 

10 
stituted by a plurality‘of successive convolution-s having 7 
major and minor diameters, and a plurality‘of longitudinal 
drive grooves extending across all of said internal threads 
and being engageable by a driving tool through said up— 
per extremityof said body for driving said body into 
said workpiece, said drive grooves having their bases 
located inwardly of said major diameter and outwardly 
of said minor diameter of said internal threads, whereby 
said drive grooves do not extend into and weaken the 
wall between said internal and external threads,the lim 
ited depth of said drive grooves leaving unimpaired cir 
cumferentially continuous major diameter thread portions 
disposed radially outwardly of said drive grooves, Where- . 
by the structural integrity ‘of the major diameter por 
tions of the. successive convolutions of the internal threads 
is maintained, saiddrive grooves occupying a minor'por 

7 tion of‘the’ circumferential length of any given convolu 
tion of said internal threads, thereby formingchordal arc 
segments in said‘ successive convolutions, the terminal 
portions ‘of saidisegments being triangular and‘ ‘being 
formed by the 'side walls of said drive grooves, said 
drive, grooves providing means through which high torque 
can be applied in driving said insert without causing any 
substantial reduction in the strength of said internal 
threads to resist axial stripping when a threaded member; 
is tightened therein. 

2. An insert as de?ned in claim 1, wherein the depth 
of the drive groovesis about 25% to’90% of the radial 
dimension of said internal threads. 

3. An insert as de?ned in claim 1, wherein the drive 
grooves are V-shaped and the sides thereof are disposed 

' on an angle of about 120°, and wherein'the bottom of 
the drive grooves is rounded. I _ V 

4. An insert 'as‘de?ned in claim 1, wherein the depth 
of the drive grooves is about 25% to 90% of the radial 
dimension of said internal threads, and wherein the drive 

. grooves are V-shaped and the sides thereof are disposed 

40 

on an angle ‘of about 120°, and wherein the bottom of 
the drive grooves is rounded. - V - 

5. An insert as de?ned in claim. 1, wherein the ex 
V'ternal thread is a self-tapping thread, and wherein the 

45 
. tain the applied torque. Thus,’freque'nt removal and/or ‘ 

50' 

55 

lower extremity of the body is provided with slots that 
decrease in depthin a direction toward therupper ex 
tremity of said body. 1 a . 
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